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ABSTRACT 
AN EVALUATION OF TRAINING INTERVENTIONS AND COMPUTED SCORING 
TECHNIQUES ON A LEVEL TURN TASK AND A STRAIGHT IN LANDING 
APPROACH ON A PC-BASED FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
BY 
Bruce E. Heath 
One result of the relatively recent advances in computing technology has been the 
decreasing cost of conlputers and increasing con~putational power. This has allowed high 
fidelity airplane sinlulations to be run on personal conlputers (PC). Thus, simulators are now 
used routinely by pilots to substitute real flight hours for simulated flight hours for training 
for an aircraft type rating thereby reducing the cost of flight training. However, FAA 
regulations require that such substitution training must be supervised by Certified Flight 
Instructors (CFI). If the CFI presence could be reduced or eliminated for certain tasks this 
would mean a further cost savings to the pilot. This would require that the flight simulator 
have a certain level of 'intelligence' in order to provide feedback on pilot perfolmance 
similar to that of a CFI. The 'intelligent' flight sinlulator would have at least the capability to 
use data gathered from the flight to create a measure for the performance of the student pilot. 
Also, to fully utilize the advances in computational power, the sinlulator would be capable of 
interacting with the student pilot using the best possible training interventions. 
This thesis reposts on the two studies conducted at Tuskegee University investigating 
the effects of interventions on the learning of two flight maneuvers on a flight sinlulator and 
the robustness and accuracy of calculated perfornlance indices as compared to CFI 
evaluations of performance. The intent of these studies is to take a step in the direction of 
creating an 'intelligent' flight simulator. The first study deals with the comparisons of novice 
pilot performance trained at different levels of above real-time to execute a level S-turn. The 
second study examined the effect of out-of-the-window (OTW) visual cues in the form of 
hoops on the performance of novice pilots learning to fly a landing approach on the flight 
simulator. The reliability/robustness of the computed performance metrics was assessed by 





One result of the relatively recent advances in computing technology has been the 
decreasing cost of computers yet increasing computational power. This has allowed high 
fidelity airplane simulations to be run on personal computers (PC). Thus, simulators are now 
used routinely by pilots to substitute real flight hours for simulated flight hours for training 
for an aircraft type-rating thereby reducing the cost of flight training. However, FAA 
regulations1 (quoted below) require that such substitution training must be supervised by 
Certified Flight Instructors (CFI). 
5. A UTHORIZED USE. 
a. I~zstruction by an Autlzorized I~tstructoc Qzral[fied PCATD's nzaj, he higli!v beneficial when 
used under tlie g~ridance of ari authorized iizstructor to achieve leaniirig in cer-fain procedural tusks 
s~rch as area departures slid a]-1-ivals, lzavigatiorial aid tracking, holding pattern entries, instrument 
ayproaclzes, and iuissed approach pl-ocedzo-es. Accordingly, tlze FAA has detemiined to coritiiiue 
tlze policjj that aiij7 time iizstr~lction is to be tised to log tinie towjarif nzeetiiig aiqj requirement o f  the 
regula tioiis, an authorized iiistrvctol- nnrst have presented tlie insf~wction. 
If the CFI presence could be reduced or eliminated for certain tasks, this would mean 
a further cost savings to the pilot. This would require that the flight simulator have a certain 
level of 'intelligence' in order to provide expel? feedback on pilot performance similar to that 
of a CFI. The 'intelligent flight sin~ulator' (IFS) would have at least the capability to use 
data gathered from the flight to create a measure for the performance of the student pilot and 
provide expert feedback to the student pilot based on the conlputed performance index. Also, 
to fully utilize the advances in computational power, the simulator would be capable of 
interacting with the student pilot using the best possible training interventions. 
~ u d w i ~ ~  et al. have referred to ~ulgand 's '  main components of an Intelligent 
Tutoring System (ITS) to be the 'helper' and the 'advisor'. In their implementation of an 
IFS, the 'helper' assisted the pilot by making the helicopter, at first, easier to fly. As the 
student became more comfortable with the aircraft, the pilot received less help. The 
'advisor' communicated directly with the pilot using text-to-speech software in four roles 
namely, tutorial, performance monitoring, monitoring flight control manipulation and 
advisory, verbalizing suggestions to control or correct flight. 
Objective 
The objective, however, of this study has been to investigate two important aspects of 
an IFS. These aspects being: (a) novel techniques to determine their efficacy in expediting 
the training of novice pilots and (b) reliability and robustness of con~puted performance 
indices in comparison to the CFI grading. 
The two novel training techniques that were evaluated during the course of this 
investigation were: 
(a) Above real time training (ARTT) for training a level S-turn with and without 
performance feedback. 
(b) Out-of-window (OTW) visual cues based on "tunnel in the sky" for training a 
landing approach. Performance feedback was used. 
Literature Review 
Above Real Time Training (ARTT) 
In 'above real time' (ART), or as it has been referred to in literature4 as 'time 
compression', events are presented in a simulator as if they were happening in real time but 
are actually running faster than the same event in the real world. For example, an aircraft 
flying at 90 knots might look as though it is flying at 180 knots. However, any airplane 
flying at twice the speed would have, for a level-turn, a 4 times larger radius. In fact, lift and 
drag for the airplane at 180 knots would be different from an airplane flying at 90 knots. 
ART, therefore, means that in a simulator, the aircraft flying at 90 knots will have lift, drag 
and airspeed indications of an aircraft flying at 90 knots, except that time will pass at a 
multiple of actual clock time. Thus, for example, at 2.0 ART, the airplane flying at 90 knots 
will cover 90 nautical miles in one hour of con~puter clock time, but in real clock time it will 
take 30 minutes. Previous experiments4' 51 on training of pilots have indicated that real time 
training reinforced with ARTT could offer an effective training strategy for tasks which 
require significant effort at time and workload management. ~ o l f ~  documented that no 
matter how much pre-flight sin~ulator training the pilot had undergone, the actual flight 
appeared, to the pilot, to take place in a much faster time frame. He chose pilots with 
experience flying the M2-F3 to fly experimental flights in the simulator and noted that by 
increasing sin~ulator clock speed to 1.5 ART, the pilots felt that the sin~ulator more closely 
resembled their actual flying experience. Kolf hypothesized that for ARTT an appropriate 
above real time factor would have to be chosen and would be a function of aircraft type, 
individual, task, and experience. ~ o e ~ ~  con~~ared  biomedical rneasurenlent data of test 
pilots flying remotely piloted vehicles, with data taken in past flights. He suggested that 
providing ARTT on a simulator could approximately sinlulate the mental state of pilots as if 
actually flying. His suggestion was that ARTT conlpared with real time training on a 
simulator, would lead to a smoother transition from sin~ulator to airplane. Crane and 
~uckenberger~ reference schneider's7 air traffic control study who proposed that "the 
primary effect of time compression is to allow more training trials within a given period of 
clock-time." Crane and ~ucltenberger~ contrasted this study by giving two groups the same 
number of trials so that the above real-time participants receive less clock-time than the real- 
time participants while performing the task of tracking and shooting at a target in the air. 
The test trials were then performed in real-time. The results of that study showed that 
participants trained in above real-time performed better than participants trained in real-time. 
However, this review of literature on ARTT determined that ARTT has not been 
exploited for the training of flight maneuvers. 
Tunnel in the sky 
The second training intervention investigated was the use of visual cues. This method 
is based on the concept of Tunnel in the Sky. The tunnel in the sky (Figure 1) which is a 
visual aid that shows the proposed path of flight for a maneuver in the sky is the subject of a 
number of s t u d i e ~ . ~ . ~  The benefits of using tunnel in the sky for navigation versus flight path 
tracking with conventional instruments have been investigated in these studies. 
Barrows, Alter, Enge, Parkinson, and ~owell'O conlpared the use of a tunnel display 
versus conventional instruments. In the simulator three different displays were offered: 
1. The control group: conventional instrun~ents, vertical speed indicator (non-instantaneous), 
horizontal situation indicator (HSI) with glide slope display, attitude indicator, altimeter, 
airspeed indicator, and turn coordinator, 
2. First experimental group: Conventional instruments with a track symbol added to the HSI. 
Figure 1. An example of tunnel in the sky 
3. Second experiillental group: The HSI from the first experimental group and an additional 
syn~bol "glide slope predictor". 
4. Third experimental display: a pathway-in-the-sky. 
Using a simulator and actual flight, they found that the tunnel display offered significant 
improven~ents in horizontal and vei-tical flight precision and in workload reduction as 
conlpared to conventional inst~urnentation.~ 
Doherty and wickens9 looked at the effects of preview, prediction, frame of reference 
and display gain in tunnel in the sky displays. In short, preview allows a pilot to anticipate 
upcoming demands and prepare a response before actually starting a maneuver. They also 
used a flight predictor in their display that reduced the cognitive effort required by the pilot 
in determining future trajectory of the airplane. An egocentric frame of reference was chosen 
to "preserve the visual relationships for tracking performance." Their conclusions stated in 
past that preview and frame of reference (immersed viewpoint) provide the largest 
contribution to the tunnel benefit for flight path tracking. Prediction has a much smaller 
contribution. Mulder's two studies1 discuss the effect of the optical infosmation conveyed 
by a pathway-in-the-sky as it relates to straight and curved trajectories. The pathway was 
drawn using a rectangular tunnel. Mulder credits the worth of the tunnels to texture gradients 
that provide the useful information about the participants' motion. In Mulder's study, 
parallel lines to the viewing direction convey optical "splay angle" infomation or gradient of 
perspective (lines that meet at infinity). Lines that are perpendicular to the viewing direction 
convey an optical density or a "gradient of compression" (Figure 2). The study found that 
for a straight tunnel, optical splay and optical density were "essential for the pilot to perceive 
and control the aircraft position and motion with respect to the tunnel." Also, Mulder found 
that splay and density were complementary. A tunnel display without optical splay lines is 
not recommended and a tunnel display with the wrong nunlber of frames could cause clutter. 
For a curved trajectory, gradients have a much smaller use. First of all there is no 
vanishing point as can be seen in a straight tunnel. Second, only the gradients conveyed by 
the nearby elements of the tunnel provide valuable info~mation about the aircraft n~ovenlent. 
Third, the presented curved trajectory does not convey actual position and attitude relative to 
the trajectoly. These are presentation biases that lead the pilot to compensate for position 
and attitude errors that are not really there. 
Figure 2. Straight tunnel components. R shows the optical splay angle, E, l<q,p show the 
perpendicular lines that convey optical density ( ~ u l d e r ]  I).
For a curved trajectory it was found that splay lines are substantially but not 
significantly useful. Presentation bias is greatest when the display shows only contour lines 
and decreases considerably when tunnel frames are used. Presentation bias leads to errors in 
the lateral position relative to the center circle. Participants found it difficult to tell when 
they were flying on the center of the path. Also, Mulder recommends use of a greater 
number of rings to reduce presentation bias. 
Performance Feedback 
As mentioned above, the cost component associated with the requirement of a CFI to 
be present during every simulation can be minimized if the flight simulator is able to emulate 
expert feedback of a CFI. Vruels and 0bermayer13 emphasize the need of automated 
performance measures on modem sin~ulators as a substitute for direct evaluation of 
perfornlance by an instructor. Rantanen and ~ a l l e u r ' ~  have suggested the following five 
primary measures for pilot performance from the flight data recorder for nine flight 
parameters: (1) Standard deviation. A small standard deviation is indicative of good 
performance. (2) Root mean square error (RMSE) which summarizes the overall error. (3) 
Number of deviations, which is a measure of occurrences of the aircraft staying outside the 
prescribed tolerances. (4) Time outside tolerance is the cumulative time the aircraft spends 
outside prescribed tolerances. (5) Mean time to exceed tolerance is computed from the rate 
of change between successive data points and the aircraft's position relative to a given 
tolerance. Heath and crier1' used computerized scoring and certified flight instructors (CFI) 
to attempt to devise a computed performance measure for a level turn. A performance index 
based on deviations from the required heading, altitude and airspeed was compared with the 
instructors' letter grades. One of the challenges of such comparisons is inter-rater reliability 
of the flight instructors. In a study about crew resource management (CRM) in a simulated 
helicopter, Bramick, Prince, and ~ a l a s "  evaluated three items: "(a) specific crew behaviors 
in response to scenario events (e.g., whether the crew kept out of icing conditions), (b) 
valuations of crew responses to scenario events (e.g., overall handling of the icing problem), 
and (c) crew resource illanagemerit (CRh4) dirliensio~ls hr. the entire sceliasio (e.g., 
e~aluations of decision making)." 
They were able to show that "respectable levels of both interjudge agreement and 
internal consistency were achieved for items dealing with the evaluation of crew perfornlance 
in response to items in events embedded in the scenario". Interjudge agreement was low but 
internal consistency was high on CRM items and scales. Interjudge agreement was high but 
internal consistency low for specific observable behaviors. 
An attempt to correlate instructors' grades with a performance metric by Heath and 
Crier" showed the same result. The instructors did not agree on how to measure 
performance. Discrepancies between instructors may be due partially to the fact that 
instructors normally give a passlfail type of evaluation and not the type of A, B, C, D, E 
grade requested for the current study. 
In a follow-up study the instructors were asked to identify the parameter they thought 
the student best controlled and the parameter they thought was worst controlled. 
Performance metrics were graphed against the grades given by the three instructors for the 
flights where they were in agreement of the best and worst controlled parameters. Using that 
kind of selection, a better correlation was found between instructor grades. 
CHAPTER II 
LEVEL TUWPd EXPERIMENT 
This chapter describes a study which compared Above Real Time Training (ARTT) 
versus Real Time Training to investigate the perfomlance of 32 novice trainees using a Level 
Turn Maneuver. The turn flight maneuver is one of the basic flight maneuvers required for 
a pilot in pre-solo training. According to the Federal Aviation Regulations other basic flight 
maneuvers include takeoff and landing, straight and level flight, climb and descent. (FAR 
2002; $61.87) The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the effect of different levels 
of ARTT on novice pilots and to attempt to create a performance metric that will allow the 
comparison of the various groups of students flying at different levels of ART. 
Setup 
Hardware 
Figure 3. LiteFlite partial mock cockpit setup shows heads down display and OTW 
The experiment was perfor~l~ed in the Flight Vehicle Design Lab at Tuskegee 
University. The "simulator" consists of a mock setup of a partial construction of a cockpit. 
Three 19" monitors create a panoramic, outside of the window (OTW) view. The center 
n~onitor contains a heads up display (HUD) superimposed on the forward view. The HUD 
displays a composite of several relevant instruments including: altimeter, airspeed indicator, 
horizontal situation indicator (HSI), turn and slip coordinator, and heading indicator as 
shown (Figure 4). 
Figure 4. HUD for the LiteFlite software is superimposed on the center monitor of the OTW view. 
The mock setup had an inside the cockpit "instrument panel" view displayed on a 15" 
monitor as shown (Figure 5). 
The joystick used was a Saitek X36F and the throttle was a Saitek X35T controller. 
Rudder pedals used were from CH products. The PCs for the sin~ulator were two Heavy 
Metal computers made by Quantum 3D. 
Figure 5. LiteFlite Head down display (HDD). 
Each computer has 2 Pentium I1 processors running at 400Mhz, 400MB RAM, and 
has three extra video cards for the Out of the Window (OTW) view. Figure 3 also shows a 
moving map display monitor on the right of the picture. The moving map display was not 
used in this experiment. Additional details can be found in ~i l l ianls . '~ . .  
Software 
Flights were conducted using the LiteFlite version 3.3 flight sin~ulation software 
developed by SDS Intelllational, Orlando, Florida. LiteFlite offers the Predator (UAV) 
simulation which was used in these studies. LiteFlite has an internal facility to capture flight 
data using Visual Basic. The same feature exports the data to *.csv files that are readable by 
Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet program. 
Method 
Participants 
The student participants for this study were 36 undergraduate freshmen at Tuskegee 
University who had little or no prior experience with an airplane simulator. All participants 
enrolled in an Introductory Psycllology class. The student participants were offered extra 
course credit in their psychology course for their participation. Our acceptance of a 
participant into the experiment, beyond the familiarization phase, was based upon their 
adherence to the flight parameters described in Table I .  Participants who achieved a score of 
2.0 (grade based on comparing parameter values in the flight with the parameter values and 
tolerances required) on at least one familiarization flight were allowed to continue into 
training. The grading scheme is explained in Table 1. Thirty two participants who achieved 
the passing grade continued on to the training phase. Each of the participants who achieved a 
score of 2.0 was randomly placed in one of six groups. 
Table 1.  Grading Criteria for Straight and Level Flight 
Nominal Altitude = 10000 ft Nominal Speed = 129 knots Nominal Bank angle Grade 
= 0 degrees 
Deviation(A in altitude) Deviation(Ain speed) Deviation(A in degrees) 
Experimental Design 
This experiment used a 3x2 factorial design. There were three types of training used: 
all flights flown in real time (RT), the first half of the flights flown in 1.5 above real time and 
the second half flown at 2.0 above real time (ART), or the first half of the flights flown at 2.0 
ART and the second half of the flights flown at ISART. Half of the participants in each 
group were randomly assigned to receive feedback or no-feedback during training. Feedback 
for this study took the form of the student instructors making suggestions to the participant as 
to how to improve the handling of the airplane. For the feedback group, students were given 
a picture representation of their performance in the form of a ground track on the second, 
fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth flights. For the study conducted on the flight simulator, all 
participants experienced the following segments: Orientation to Simulator Controls and 
Functions, 2 Demonstration Flights, 3 Fanliliarization Flights, 8 Training Flights, and 2 
Evaluation Flights. The evaluation flights were all conducted in RT. 
Procedure 
All participant pilots experienced the following sessions: Orientation to flight controls 
and aircraft instruments, familiarization flights, training flights and evaluation flights. 
The instructors individually attending the participants in this experiment were the 
author, from the Aerospace Science Engineering Depastnient, and three other juniors and 
seniors in the Psychology Department at Tuskegee University. The undergraduate instructors 
had, for the most part, no flying or sin~ulator experience so they spent a good deal of time 
becoming comfortable with the controls and functions of the sin~ulator. The graduate 
instructor has I0 hours of flight time in a Cessna 172 and numerous l~ours using Microsofi 
Flight Sin~ulator. 
Orientation to Flight Controls and Aircraft Instruments 
A protocol was formulated to introduce the novice subjects to the flight controls. 
Such a protocol was considered essential so as to ensure standardized briefing to all 
participants thereby minimizing the influence of different instructors. During the orientation 
process, participants were shown a model airplane and informed of the basic control surfaces 
of the aircraft, their functions, and the movements associated with each control surface. The 
participants were then given an overview of the locations and functions of the joystick, 
rudder pedals, and the throttle located in the mock cockpit. Then, participants were 
instructed in the location and functions of the following displays on the HUD (head up 
display): altimeter, radio altimeter, airspeed indicator, heading tape, artificial horizon, pitch 
ladder, and clock. 
Figure 6. LiteFlite HUD and HDD. 
Participants were also instructed on the location and functions of the following 
instruments on the HDD (head down display): artificial horizon and the vertical velocity 
indicator. Because the turn-and-slip indicator on the HDD was not functioning properly, 
participants were explained the use of the HUD to determine if the aircraft was making a 
coordinated turn. 
Familiarization Flights 
Participants observed the experimenter flying one 3-minute straight and level flight 
while explaining the controls and operation of the aircraft. Participants flew four flights of 3- 
minutes duration each in which they were told to maintain airspeed of 129 knots, a heading 
of 360 degrees, and an altitude of 10,000 feet. The participants were coached on all but the 
last of the flights. On the first flight, the experimenter asked the student to focus on altitude 
maintenance primarily. On the second flight the experimenter asked the student to focus on 
altitude and heading. For the third flight the experimenter asked the student to maintain 
altitude, heading and speed. The experimenter assisted with the controls, if needed. At the 
end of each of the flights participants were shown their actual course and given feedback on 
how well they performed. On the last flight, the participant was to maintain altitude, heading 
and airspeed without being coached. 
During the familiarization flights, participants were graded on a 4.0 grade scale. The 
grades were calculated by a program written in visual basic by SDS. 
Training Flights 
The experiment consisted of a training phase and an evaluation phase. In the training 
phase pilots flew a illission consisting of a coordinated 180' turn with a 10' bank angle while - 
the evaluation task was an S-turn with a bank angle of 30'. Each group conducted their 
training in the following sequence inmediately followed by two evaluation flights ill real 
time. Participants in Groups 11, IV and VI were given post-flight feedback (PFFB). 
Group I: Five missions in 1.5 ARTT then five missions in 2.0 ARTT with No-PFFB, 
Group 11: Five missions in 1.5 ARTT then five missions in 2.0 ARTT with PFFB, 
Group 111: Five n~issions in RTT then five n~issions in RTT with No-PFFB, 
Group IV: Five nlissions in RTT then five missions in RTT with PFFB Feedback, 
Group V: Five nlissions in 2.0 ARTT then five missions in 1.5 ARTT with No-PFFB, 
Group VI: Five missions in 2.0 ARTT then five missions in 1.5 ARTT with PFFB. 
Training Flights Briefing Scenario 
To provide some realism to the training, the participants were briefed on their task 
according to the following scenario: 
"You're the flight leader of a combat air patrol on a routine mission at 5000 ft 
altitude, 129 knots and heading in a 360' direction. An unidentified low-speed aircraft is 
being tracked by radar moving towards a no fly zone. Despite repeated requests, the aircraft 
fails to identify itself and continues towards the no fly zone. The Air Defense Radar 
Controller assigns the interception to your flight in order to make a visual identification. You 
are asked to initiate a right hand tul-n, maintain a bank angle of 10 degrees, an altitude of 
5000 ft and a speed of 129 knots. Exactly after two minutes (as recorded on your heads up 
display), you should level out. Your heading should be 180°, putting you right behind the 
target, close enough for visual contact. You will conlplete a number of these missions. Do 
your best, because once you have finished the practice n~issions, you will be required to 
complete a test nlission with a slightly more difficult task." 
Feedback in Training 
Participants in the No-PFFB groups received no feedback during or after flights. If 
they asked questions about the task, they were re-read the relevant instructions. Participants 
in the PFFB groups received verbal feedback after each flight. In verbal feedback, the 
experimenter told the participant the errors in manipulating the controls and in focusing on 
the wrong instruments. After the second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth flights, participants 
in the PFFB groups were also shown a screen printout of the desired ground track and the 
pilot's actual ground track for comparison. Then, the experimenter explained possible 
reasons for the deviations in perforn~ance. 
Evaluation Task 
The evaluation flight was an S-turn. Pilots were instructed to make a 30' banked 
right turn to 180' or south and then an immediate 30' banked turn to 0' or north. The 
participants were told that they would fly two more flights having a different and more 
challenging task. Both flights were conducted in real-time for all participants and lasted for 
three minutes each. No feedback or coaching was provided during testing. Participants were 
read the following scenario before each flight. The participants were to fly an S-Turn with 
30' bank angles, maintain 5,000 ft. and a speed of 164 knots. 
However, a loss of situational awareness was observed in most of the participants 
after the first leg of the S-turn during evaluation. Those people who lost situational 
awareness could be seen doing some of the following: continuing the turn in the same 
direction, banking the plane and then pulling the stick back to increase the rate of turn, or 
continuing in a straight line after the first turn. Thus, only the first leg of the S-turn was 
evaluated for analysis purposes. 
Testing Scenario 
The participants were given the following scenario for evaluation flights: 
"As part of a Combat Air Patrol, the Air Defense Radar Controller notifies you that a 
hostile aircraft is being tracked heading towards a vulnerable point (VP). Your instructions 
are to initiate a right hand tu1-n in order to pursue the aircraft while maintaining a bank angle 
of 30°, an altitude of 5000 ft., and a speed of 164 knots. Exactly 48 seconds after the 
instructions to initiate the turn you should level out. You will now be exactly behind the 
target on a heading of 180'. You are then informed of a second target. You should fire your 
missile and inmediately initiate a left turn with a 30' bank maintaining 5,000 ft. altitude and 
a speed of 164 knots in pursuit of the second target assigned. Exactly 48 seconds after 
initiating the second turn you should level out. Your heading should be 360°, putting you 
right behind the second target. Launch your missile. Mission accon~plished." (It should be 
noted that no missile function was provided in the simulation). 
Performance Metrics 
Familiarization flight performance metric 
The performance metric for the level turn was a letter-grade scheme based essentially 
on grading scheme of Williams. l 7  The same scheme was used for selecting participants for 
the study (Table 1). 
Turn Task Performance Metrics 
Tlie performance metric to track learning was calculated. This perfolinance measure 
was based upon an aggregate of non-dimensional altitude error and the error, in radians, for 
the bank angle. The two measures were then squared, and the square root was taken of that 
result. Hence: 
Error = ,/- 
where the radius of turn 'Y' was calculated for the flight parameters to be maintained by the 
pilot using the following relationI6: 
Y =  v 1 ; n =--- , g = acceleration due to gravity for the V = airspeed, 
g.JM2-I cosb, 
and: b, = turn bank angle 
Here, altitude error (AH) is non-dimensionalized by the theoretical radius (Y) of the turn 
made by the simulated airplane. If H is not divided by Y small changes in altitude 
overwhelm any contributions by possible large changes in bank angle (4). Also, error in 
speed was not used in this calculation because the pilots did not make use of the throttle. 
Hence, as altitude decreased, speed increased and vice versa. The effect of speed changes 
was thus captured in the error in altitude as can be clearly seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Deviations of altitude and speed (typical for a single flight). 
Results And Discussion 
The graph in Figure 8 shows the average errors for each group during training and 
evaluation flights. For the ART training regimen the first five flights and last five flights 
were at either 1.5 above real time or 2.0 above real time. In either case after the fifth flight 
the one level of above real time was changed to the other. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 #f #2 
Training Flights Evaluation Flights 
Figure 8. Average errors during training and evaluation flights. 
In terms of post flight feedback or no post flight feedback, the graph shows that for 
both 1.512.0 ART and 1.011.0 RT, the No-PFFB group did worse than the corresponding 
PFFB group. This was expected because each participant in the PFFB group was given the 
advantage of knowing how well or poorly he was doing. For the 2.011.5 group the No-PFFB 
group actually did better than the corresponding PFFB group. This second result was 
unexpected in that feedback should provide extra help for the participant to understand what 
is going wrong. This may be due to the fact that the PFFB started the experiment with a 
worse perforniance; thus perhaps there was a difference between the two groups from the 
start of the experiment. 
It might be expected that for the PFFB and No-PFFB groups, the performance of the 
1.512.0 group should be similar to the 2.0/1.5 group performances at the very beginning as no 
advice was given to either gro~ip. For 1 .O/l  .O No-PFFB, this was not the case. At the start of 
training with no feedback given, average perforn~ance by flight number for the No-PFFB 
group was much worse than the PFFB group. This continued throughout the training phase. 
The transition between flights 5 and 6 for the 2.011.5 flights showed that for one 
flight, the PFFB group did better than the No-PFFB group and then proceeded to do worse 
for the rest of the training. This could have been from a loss of confidence in what the 
instruments were showing the participant and in the instructions given from the instructor. 
For the No-PFFB group they only relied on the instruments and scripted instructions from the 
experimenter. 
CHAPTER 111 
LANDING TASK EXPERIMENT 
This chapter presents an experiment in which the effect of Out-of-the Window 
(OTW) visual cues for training of novice pilots for a straight in landing approach on a flight 
simulator was studied. A performance metric based on RMS errors in the landing flight 
parameters was used. To validate the chosen computed metric, the computed grades for a 
few selected landing flights were compared with grades determined independently by three 
certified flight instructors by viewing the flight video of the approaches. 
Setup 
Hardware 
The Landing Study was performed in the Flight Vehicle Design Lab at Tuskegee 
University. Tbe experimental setup consisted of one con~puter with 15" monitor used as the 
instrument panel or heads-down-display (HDD); three other computers with monitors were 
used for OTW. The physical setup, shown in Figure 9, is a mock setup of a partial cockpit. 
The three OTW view computers are all Gateway E series conlputers with the 
following specifications: Pentium 4 2.60GHz processor Hyper-Threading Technology with 
512KB cache, 512 MB ram, bus speed 800 MHz and memory speed of 333 MHz; NVIDIA's 
GeForce FX5200 is the video card used for the three OTW view computers. The "master" 
coinputer, which includes the HDD, is a Dell with following specifications: Pentium 4 
2.4GHz processor with 5 12 KB cache, 5 12 MB ram, bus speed 133 MHz. The video card is 
a NVIDIA GeForce Ti 4600 with 128MB memory. A KVM (keyboard, video, and mouse) 
switch was used to provide keyboard and mouse service to all computers. Three 19" 
iiionitors were used to provide the 135 degree out of the window (OTW) view Figure 9. The 
fourth nionitor is a 15" monitor used to view the instrument panel. All of the four computers 
use 100 megabit Ethernet cards for LAN access. The computers are physically connected 
using a 5-port100 megabit switch. CH rudder pedals and Thrustmaster Cougar HOTAS stick 
and throttle were used for flight and engine controls. 
Figure 9. Partial mock cockpit. MSFS2002 shows the hub (switch) OTW view, HDD, switch and Thrustmaster 
joystick and throttle (partially hidden) 
Software 
The operating system for each computer is Microsoft Windows XP. Microsoft Flight 
Simulator (MSFS) 2002 was installed in the default location on each PC. In order to create 
the panoran~ic OTW view, Wideview's *.dl1 file was installed. wideview" is a program that 
will allow multiple instances of Flight Siillulator to be controlled by a "master" coniputer so 
that a panoramic view can be attained. Using Wideview, it would be conceivable to have a 
360' display, given enough computers. As a prerequisite for Wideview's capability to 
synchronize OTW view displays, FSUIPC.dl1 and the IPXISPX protocol (for Windows) were 
installed. FSUIPC'~ is a pathway for programs like Wideview to talk to MSFS 2002. The 
flight recorder software module FLTREC.d1I1' was installed to record the data to a *.dat file. 
FLTREC's output is configurable through a settings menu item. The data in the *.dat file is 
in XML format. A sample spread sheet was used to translate the fltrec.dat file into Microsoft 
Excel workbook colunms for a spreadsheet. An additional worksheet was created to 
determine the performance (based on a 4.0 scale). The 4 point grade scale for straight and 
level flight was similar to that used by ~ i l l i a m s ' ~ .  The grade was based on values in certain 
ranges for parameters of level flight. 
Method 
Experimental Design 
This experiment consisted of a between groups design with the independent variable 
being the type of visual cues presented. The three levels of the variable were: all training 
flights with OTW cues, all training flights without OTW cues, and a few training flights with 
OTW cues while others without OTW cues. 
Participants 
The student pilots participating in the experiment were all freshmen attending 
Tuskegee University. As an incentive, extra credit in an Introductory Psychology course was 
awarded to every participant. The volunteers that were selected had little or no prior 
experience with flight siinulators or piloting an airplane. Every volunteer, after filling in 
consent and background forms (Appendix C), attended a brief orielitation session and 
conducted five familiarization flights. The orientation session introduced the various 
controls and instruments that the participant would use during the experiment. Three of the 
familiarization flights required the student to fly straight and level. Any volunteer who 
scored a 3.0 or better on at least one of the faniiliarization flights was selected for the training 
and evaluation sessions. The grading matrix is given below in Table 2. The excel Visual 
Basic module that calculated the grades is shown in Appendix A. 
Throughout the experiment, every participant was individually attended by at least 
one of the three available experinlenters. The experimenters were the author, and two other 
undergraduate senior Psychology students. None of the senior Psychology students had any 
experience on a flight sinlulator, so they spent a good deal of time becoming familiar with 
the equipment by asking questions and teaching each other the operating procedures. 
Procedure 
Orientation to Flight Controls and Aircraft Instruments 
For the Orientation session, pilots were shown the relevant instrun~ents: airspeed 
indicator, vertical speed indicator, artificial horizon, gyroscopic compass and RPM gage 
shown in Figure 10. Appendix D includes the set of instructions that were given to every 
volunteer in the orientation session. The pilot controls introduced were: Joystick, throttle, 
and rudder pedals. Instmctions were given on how to operate the controls and the 









Each participant flew 5 familiarization flights. The first three familiarization flights 
were straight and level flights of three minutes duration each. If necessary the experimenter 
could provide hands on help to steady the airplane in flight. During the straight and level 
familiarization flights, participants were graded on a 4.0 GPA scale. The scores were 
computed using a Visual Basic 6.0 code that compared the parameter values in flight 
recorded every second with pre-determined parameter values and tolerances. The pilot was 
required to fly 5,000 ft, 75 knots, 0 degree bank angle. For each flight a score was calculated 
based on the following criteria: 
Table 2. Grading Criteria for a Straight and Level Flight 
Nominal altitude = 5000 ft Nominal Speed = 75 knots Nominal Bank angle = 0 
degrees 
Deviation(Ain altitude) Deviation(& speed) Deviation(A in bank Grade 
feet knots angle) degrees 
Those participants achieving a score of 3.0 or greater continued with the training. 
The fourth and fifth flights familiarized the pilot with making a straight-in landing initiated 
approximately from an altitude of 2860 ft with 500 ftlnlin rate of descent without any OTW 
cues. In both fligl~ts, the experimenter provided verbal feedback to the pilot to assist in 
making appropriate corrections. In the fifth flight, the experimenter gave instructions to the 
pilot to listen to the voice from the simulator and where necessary, make appropriate 
col-sections. After each of the fan~iliarization flights, a graphical record was shown to the 
pilot using Microsoft's Flight Analysis Tool. This graphical record showed a trace of the 
altitude and heading of the aircraft. 
Training Flights 
The training session required every pilot to fly eight straight-in landing flights from 
an altitude of approximately 2860 ft and at a heading of 192 degrees thus aligned with the 
centerline of the runway. The task given to the pilots was to maintain 75 knots airspeed, 
descend at 500 feet per minute (by reading both the vertical speed indicator and by looking at 
the V.A.S.1 (Visual Approach Slope Indicator) lights on the left side of the runway, and head 
towards and line up with the centerline in a straight-in approach to the Bremerton 
International Airport in the Seattle, Washington area. Each pilot was asked to land on the 
centerline of the runway. The aircraft being flown was a Cessna 172. The flight scenario was 
a modified version of a landing lesson from the "flight school" portion of Microsoft Flight 
Sinlulator, MSFS 2002. Participants selected for training were randomly assigned to the 
three groups named HH, NH and FH. A trainee in group HH was required to conduct all of 
the eight training flights with hoops as OTW cues. The flights with the hoops were a 
modified version of the 'Landing Lesson 11' of the MSFS 2002. The hoops in this lesson are 
placed on the glide-slope. It was explained to the participants that if they maintained the 
required flight paran~eters, they would auton~atically pass tlzrough the hoops. For the NH 
group a trainee conducted all of the flights without the OTW cues. A trainee in group FH 
was required to conduct eight flights some of the f-lights had hoops and the remaining flights 
had no hoops. The selected density was ' 5  hoops in sight at a time', which was the lowest 
setting in Microsoft Simulator. 
Feedback in Training Flights 
After each training flight, participants were able to look at the flight analysis provided 
by Microsoft Flight Sinlulator 2002. In the analysis the student could see a quick playback 
of a trace of the flight and see whether the airplane was on the centerline of the runway and 
whether it was descending at a constant rate. MSFS2002 also provided a computerized voice 
for training a landing task. 
Evaluation Flights 
After the training flight two evaluation flights were flown. The same scenario as the 
training flights was used. The only difference was that all trainees had to fly the glide slope 
without hoops. The sound was turned off so that the trainee could not hear the computer 
voice. Also, Microsoft's version of mild turbulence was added to make the task inore 
challenging. No feedback was given after each of the flights. The total duration to complete 
the three phases for each participant was approxinlately 2-1/2 hours. 
Observation 
At the end of the experiment, it was noted that all participants in the FH group were 
given two distinctly different sequences of hoop flights. Therefore, the FH group was 
dropped from the study. However, the evaluation flights were used for the CFI study reported 
in Chapter IV. 
Performance Metrics 
Metric Definition 
Data were gathered using third party flight recorder software Fltrec9.0 software. This 
software writes its data to an .xml file and was interpreted by a shareware spreadsheet into 
MSExcel for each flight. The analysis originally included data from the time the sin~ulator 
was un-paused to the time the pilot should have touched down. This was not really accurate 
in that sometimes before the runway threshold, pilots must reduce power; change the airplane 
rate of descent (and airspeed) to make a landing. We decided to calculate the time it should 
have taken an airplane descending at 500 Wmin to hit the ground (which is what would 
happen) and compare this to the actual flight. Most of the flights exceeded this time. 
The following paranleters were taken into consideration for determining the landing 
task perfornlance metric: rate of descent, runway alignment, and airspeed. Thus error in 
speed is (AV = V.,- V,*(t)), and error in rate of descent is: (AROD = H.f(t) - H.(t)) 
where H., = Hstart - 8.333ftlsec * t 
The perfornlance metric used assumed the airplane was on the extended centerline of 
the runway. For each second an airplane has a heading and speed. Then for each second, the 
airplane will have a distance AX that it will move laterally from or toward the centerline. The 
distance the airplane travels, in a straight line, is: = V*t. 
Error in the heading, (AW) of the airplane is the difference between the runway heading and 
the current heading. 
Figure 1 1 .  Runway Alignment. 
The straight-line distance and the ~y heading, lead to the distance 
~ x ( t )  =V(t) * t* sin(~y(t- 1 )) 
Error in heading (Ay = y (to) - y (  to+l)), y(t) heading at time t is in radians 
Since velocity is in knots conversion to feet was necessary 
AV fils = 1.687809 * (AV knots) 
Variables Latl through Lat5 (Figure 12) were Degrees from the Prime Meridian and 
converted to radians for calculation. Error in each of these paraineters was determined for 
every second of the flight by taking the difference between the required value of the 
parameter and the value of the parameter during the flight. 
V, is the required velocity Vf(t) is the velocity at time t 
y r  is the heading in radians yf(t) is the heading at time t 
H, is the required altitude Hf(t) is the altitude at a time t. 
HSta* is the starting altitude Ax is the lateral error from centerline 
H,(t) is the altitude at time t assuming a descent rate of 8.333 ftls 
The errors, AV, Ax, and AROD are calculated for each second of a flight which could 
vary from 300 - 420 seconds. The RMS errors for AV, Ax, and AROD were conlputed for 
the entire flight. A linear con~bination of the RMS en-ors was used as the metric for 
evaluating the perfollllance of the segment of the flight where the airplane should have 
constant airspeed, rate of descent and heading. 
Starting Error 
The airplane however, did not start out on the centerline. So each participant had to 
align the airplane and descend at the proper rate and the correct speed. This slight offset was 
barely discernable on the monitor but very noticeable in the data. To identify this problem, 
Latitude and Longitude data were gathered and used as "Cartesian coordinates." The straight 
line distance between the current Lat/Long and the centerline LatILong would then be the Ax. 
Using this method it was determined that the flight started out about a third of a mile 1600 ft 
left of the centerline. 
The method used to calculate the distance from the centerline Ax stai-ts with the figure 
shown in Figure 12. The latitude and longitude for the point on the centerline was 
detelmined with the method below. The straight line distance in kilon~eters fsom the 
centerline (Ax) was detesrnined using equation 6 below15 that comes from the Spherical Law 
of cosines15 and using 637 1 krn as Earth's radius (R). 
d = acos(sin(latl).sin(lat2)+cos(latl).cos(lat2).cos(long2-long~)).R 
Treshold position \ : b' Lat5 (caicu~atecll 
Figure 12. Runway alignment error geometry. 
Lat5 = .98 1981 (Long3) +168.043 ---------- (Eq. 3.1) 
Centerline-coordinate-distance = (Lat3 - ~ a t ~ ) c o s ( t a n - '  (.98 198 1981))---------- ( Eq. 3.2) 
longitude - coordinate-distance = ~enterl ine~coordinat~distance*~os(tan~~ (- 11.98 198 1 98 1)) 
-----( Eq. 3.3) 
Long4 = Long3+longitude-coordinate-distance ----------- ( Eq. 3.4) 
Lat4 = .98 198 1 (Long4)+168.043-------------- ( Eq. 3.5) 
Alignnlent Error 
Ax (km)= ArcCos(sin(Lat3)* sin(Lat4) + Cos(Lat3)*Cos(Lat4)*Cos(Long3-Long4))* 63 7 1 
(ref. 15) --- (Eq. 3.6) 
Ax (ft) = Ax(km) * 1000meter/km*3.2808339 ftlmeter------------------- ( Eq. 3.7) 
The flight data were processed to determine the error in airspeed, rate of descent and 
runway alignment. A linear combination of the non-dimensionalized standard deviations of 
errors in the three parameters was then calculated and used as a composite enor metric for a 
flight as well. 
Results and Discussion 
The perfolmance metric was plotted against flight number for the purpose of 
determining whether student pilot's performance improved over time. In this perfomlance 
metric, perfornlance improvement means a decrease in the value of the metric. Figure 14 
presents the perfosnlance metric, nomlalized with the first training perfornlance, for every 
participant in the No Hoop (NH) group and for every flight in the training and testing 
sessions. Likewise, Figure 16 presents the performance metric, nom~alized with the first 
training perfornlance, for every participant in the HH group. Figure 17 presents the 
perfor~llance metric of every flight in tlle training and testing sessions for the NH and HH 
groups separately averaged over the 12 participants per group. A simultaneous study of 
Figures 14, 16, 17 leads to the following observations. 
In both NH and HH groups, most of the pilots have inlproved performance in the 
second training flight (T2) when compared with the first training flight (TI). In any typical 
training program it is expected that the performance of trainees would show a visible 
in~provement with the amount of training; surprisingly, such a trend is not seen here for the 
six training flights in sequence from T3 to T8. For the HH group, the average performance 
for the last five flights is visibly better than that of the first three flights. But the average is 
unduly influenced by the performance of participant #25. One of the participants in the NH 
group, #3 1, offers a strange pattern of alternating increase and decrease of performance from 
TI to T8. Few other participants in both groups show a visible decrease in their performance 
at different stages of their training sessions. Also, there seems to be no improvement in 
performance for both HH and NH participants from T6 - T8. This could mean that perhaps 
our training task is too easy, and the number of flights is too many so that the participants 
have reached a plateau in their training and can't be further trained in that scenario. 
The transition from training to evaluation going from T8 to El  shows that most of the 
participants in both groups have perfomled worse in the first evaluation flight than in the last 
training flight. That is understandable due to a relatively more challenging task in the 
evaluation flights when compared with the training flights. For the trainees in the NH group 
the added challenge in the evaluation flight is the presence of mild turbulence. For the 
trainees in the HH group, the absence of hoops in the evaluation flight is another challenge 
together with the presence of turbulence. Surprisingly, in the transition from training to 
evaluation, the additional challenge for the HH group did not result in a larger decrease in 
performance than that in the NH group. This could be taken as a positive aspect of training 
with hoops as compared with training without hoops. 
Figure 17 sllows that the performance of the NH Group, on average, was worse than 
the HH group when transitioning from the last training tlight to the first evaluation flight. 
The hypothesis was that a training intervention, such as tunnel in the sky, would be a better 
way to train pilots than would standard methods without a training intervention. Some 
evidence of this may be seen in the first evaluation flight (El) in which performance of the 
HH Group was slightly better than the NH Group (Figure 17). 
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Figure 13. Normalized performance of the participants in NH group. 
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Figure 14. Performances of the participants in the NH group. 
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Figure 15. Normalized perfom~ance of the participants in the HH group. 
Figure 16. Performance of the twelve participants in the hoop (HH) group. 
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Figure 17. Average perfor~nance of the NH and HH groups. 
CHAPTER PV 
COMPARSPON OF COMPUTED METRIC WITH CFI EVALUATION 
Introduction 
For the student pilot in a FAR Part 61 or FAR Part 141 flight school, ten flight hours 
of required training can be flown in a PCATD. However, the regulations state that a CFI 
must also be present to supervise the training (FAA 1997). Vruels and 0bermayerl3. 
emphasize the need of automated performance measures on modern simulators as a substitute 
for direct evaluation of performance by an instructor. To address this goal for training of a 
landing maneuver, the present effort included a study of how closely a computer can emulate 
a CFI's evaluation of a student pilot. 
Method 
As mentioned above, the study of landing performance of novice pilot on MSFS 2002 
required all trainees to fly two evaluation flights under identical conditions irrespective of the 
strategy used in their training flights. These landing approaches were video recorded using 
the MSFS2002 capability so that the flights could be independently evaluated by three CFI's 
with a minimum of 5000 hours of experience (for details see Appendix E). 
The CFI's were required only to grade the approach, and not the flare and touchdown. 
CFI's were not informed regarding the training intervention experienced by the pilots. They 
were asked to assign each flight a grade based on a 100-point scale. They were also 
requested to monitor three flight parameters namely, airspeed, rate of descent and runway 
alignment. Of those parameters they were to indicate the best and the worst controlled flight 
paraineters and the flight parameter most affecting the grading. The details of the instructions 
to the CFIs are given in Appendix D. 
Results and Discussion 
For the thirty-three evaluation flights graded individually by the thee  CFI's, 
corselations between the pairs of instructors' grades were found to be rather low (r2 = 0.43, 
0.51, and .67; see Figure 18.) Therefore, the CFI scores were further analyzed for flights in 
which the CFIs agreed on both the best and the worst controlled paraineters for a flight. 
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Figure 18. Correlation of instructor grades. 
All three CFIs cited runway aiignlllent as the best controlled parameter more often 
than the other two parameters (Figure 19). Also, rate of descent was identified as the worst 
controlled parameter more often by all three CFIs (Figure 20). All three instructors agreed 
on both the best and worst parameters for seven flights. For grading of the seven identified 
flights, despite their agreements, a high correlation was seen only between the grades of two 
CFIs (r2=0.89, Figure 21). The grades of the third CFI had low correlations with the grades 
awarded by either one of the other two CFIs (r2= 0.44 and 0.25, Figure 21). 
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Figure 19. Best controlled parameters as cited by the CFIs. 
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Figure 20. Worst controlled parameters as cited by the CFIs. 
Figure 21. Correlations between flight instructor scores of selected flights. 
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For the seven landing flights identified, the calculated conlposite error metric values 
were plotted on a graph separately against the grades awarded by every one of the three 
instructors as shown in Figure 22. For the composite error metric, strong and significant 
correlations were found with the grades awarded by every one of the three instructors (r2 = 
0.82, t = 4.69, p < 0.01; r2 = 0.77, t=4.15, p < 0.01; and r2 = 0.63, t = 2.91, p < 0.05). 
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Figure 22. Correlation between composite error metric and instructor scores. 
These co~~elations indicate the suitability of the conlposite error metric to be 
considered for use as a measure of performance on a straight-in landing approach. The fact 
that correlations between instructors on grading a landing approach were low, and that such 
grades correlated poorly with the performance metric based on RMSE in the flight 
parameters of rate of descent and runway alignment indicate the difficulties inherent in this 
research area. The strategy of determining first the flights in which instructors agree on best 
and worst controlled parameters is a pronlising one. Such a strategy may be effective in 
nai-rowing the focus to fewer variables than what would norn~ally be involved in grading a 
flight maneuver, and should lead to a better understanding of the variables involved in CFI 
evaluation of a maneuver. This strategy could then be applied to different maneuvers and 
perhaps weights could be applied differentially to different parameters depending upon the 
parameters most important in evaluation of that maneuver. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
This thesis examined different training interventions for novice pilots in an attempt to 
develop techniques and performance measures that could be incorporated into an 'intelligent' 
training system. Effectiveness of training interventions were investigated by comparing 
performance on a level turn and straight-in approach maneuver flown by novices on a flight 
simulator with control groups flying the same maneuvers on the flight simulator. Metrics 
were defined to compute perfoimance using flight parameter data of the maneuvers. 
Performance computed from flight parameter data of the treatment-group and control group 
flying the straight-in approach was also compared with certified flight instructor evaluation 
of the video data of the same flights to validate the metric used for computing the 
performance. 
The following conclusions are drawn from these studies: 
e Real Time Training (RT) with post flight feedback resulted in the best performance 
on the evaluation flight for a level turn as compared to no feedback or training with ARTT. 
e Above Real Time Training (ARTT) using a sequence of 1.512.0 with post flight 
feedback was observed to be the next best strategy for a level turn. Thus, if time is of the 
essence then this training strategy is a promising approach. Further studies with more 
participants could validate this finding and determine whether 2.0 for all flights, or 1.5 for all 
flights might be a more effective strategy. 
a The particular post flight feedback provided to the participants flying the level turn, 
consisting primarily of graphical feedback which showed the actual ground track 
superimposed over the target ground track may be an effective form of feedback to 
implement in an "intelligent" flight simulator providing automated feedback. 
For the landing task, no statistically significant difference was found between the 
group provided with visual out-of-the-window cues of hoops and the control group. This 
indicates that the additional visual cues did not add to the training value, perhaps because 
visual cues in the form of the runway and visual approach slope indicator lights were already 
available for this maneuver. 
Poor col~elations were observed between inter-CFI evaluations. Where the CFIs 
agreed on the best and worst controlled paranleters, corselations were obtained between the 
computed performances using the performance metric developed in this study and the 
evaluations of the CFIs for the straight-in landing approach task. 
Future Studies 
The two studies in this volulne were meant to be steps on the way to creating an 
intelligent flight sinlulator for training novices. To that end, it would be interesting to look at 
the following: 
e To validate any of these training strategies, however, a) more participants need to be 
studied to determine if the effects observed are generalizable and robust, and b) 
studies assessing whether these methods produce better perfomlance in the actual aircraft 
need to be undertaken. 
a Conduct more studies to deternine the reliability and robustness of the effect of 
ARTT as a strategy for training. Specifically, compare RTT with ARTT 1.5 on the turn 
maneuver, both using feedback. 
a Use additional feedback nlechanisms to enhance the already provided graphical 
feedback, such as automated audio to correct for error. 
A study of a combination of tunnel in the sky and ARTT as a training intervention 
might yield interesting information. 
o Each training intervention needs to be evaluated for more than one maneuver to 
determine its robustness. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Visual Basic Scoring Module: 
Function to strip repeating data caused by pressing pause button. Also calculates 
the overall score for the familiarization flight. 
Function CalcScore() 
Dim Totalscore As Double 
Dim Count As Integer 
Dim Stuff 
' Module created by Bruce Heath 
I December 3 I, 2003 
I 
I Module finds the beginning of relevent data and 
' then adds the scores for 180 rows (seconds) 
I The totaled scores are then averaged by 180 for 
' the average score 
, 
' Version 2 February 6,2004 
' Complete February 12,2004 
' Corrects the problem caused by pausing the simulator for more 
' than 300 seconds while the flight recorder is running 
row = 2 'First row of data 
col = 4 'Seconds column for Clock time 
'MsgBox Sheets("Data").Cells(3,4).Value 
'This loop finds the starting point for the data 
Do Until (Sheets("Data").CeIls(row, col).Value 0 Sheets("Data").CeIls(row + 1, col).Value) . 
row = row + I 
Loop 
' Modification : If the row on the DATA sheet still has not reached the beginning of the 
' data after end of the fomulated cells on the rows on the SCORE sheet, 
' then find the beginning of the data on DATA and place the processed data on the SCORE sheet. 
' Continue to place processed data on the SCORE sheet until the DATA sheet meets an empty 
' row. 
If ((Sheets("Score").Cells(row + 1, col).Value = "") And (Sheets("Data").CeIls(row + 1, col).Value 0 "")) 
Then 
row2 = row 
Do While (Sheets("Data").CeIls(row2 + 1, col).Value 0 "") 
'Fill in Data 
'Altitude 
Sheets("Score").CeIls(row2, l).Value = Sheets("Data").Cells(row2,9).Value - 3000 
'Bank 
If (Sheets("Data").CeIls(row2, 10).Value >= 180 And Sheets("Data").CeIls(row2, IO).Value <= 360) 
Then . 
Sheets("Score").CeIls(row2,2).Value = 360 - Sheets("Data").CeIls(row2, 1 O).Value 
Else 
Sheets("Score").Cells(row2, 2).Value = Sheets("Data").CelIs(row2, IO).Value 
End If 
'Airspeed 
Sheets("Score").CeIls(row2,3).Value = Sheets("Data").Cells(row2, 1 O).Value - 75 
'Altitude Raw Score 
With Sheets("Score") 
If (.Cells(row2, ]).Value < 0) Then 
.Cells(row2,4).Value = (.Cells(row2, ]).Value 150) * -1 
Else 
.Cells(row2,4).Value = .Cells(row2, I).Value / 50 
End If 
'Bank Raw Score 
.Cells(row2, 5).Value = .Cells(row2, 2).Value 1 3 
'Airspeed Raw Score 
If (.Cells(row2,3) < 0) Then 
.Cells(row2, 6).Value = (.Cells(row2,3) * -1)  / 5 
Else 
.Cells(row2,6).Value = .Cells(row2, 3) / 5 
End If 
Count = 1 
Do While (Count <= 3) 
'Assign Altitude Score 
'Assign Bank Angle Score 
'Assign Airspeed Score 
Select Case .Cells(row2, Count + 3).Value 
Case Is <= 1 
.Cells(row2, Count + 6).Value = 4 
Case Is <= 2 
.Cells(row2, Count + 6).Value = 3 
Case Is <= 3 
.Cells(row2, Count + 6).Value = 2 
Case Is <= 4 
.Cells(row2, Count + 6).Value = 1 
Case Else 
.Cells(row2, Count + 6).Value = 0 
End Select 
Count = Count + 1 
Loop 
'Three Score total for the row 
.Cells(ro~r2, 1 O).Value = .Cells(row2, 7).Value + .Cells(row2, S).Value + .Cells(row2, 9).Value 
'Average Score for the row 
.Cells(row2, 1 ]).Value = .Cells(row2, 1 O).Value / 3 
End With 
row2 = row2 + I 
Loop 
End If 
' Now find the numeric score 
loopEnd = row + 181 'Loop for the three minute time period 
scorecol = 1 1 'Column K average for each second on every row 
'Count off 180 seconds totaling the average scores 
displayrow = row 
Stuff = MsgBox(displayrow, , "Data Begins in Row") 
With Sheets("Score") 
Do Until row = loopEnd 
TotalScore = TotalScore + .Cells(row, scorecol).Value 
row = row + 1 
Loop 
'The numeric score is this 





Informed Consent Form 
IXIWRRfED CONSENT FORM 
DEVELOPbIENT AND ASSESSMENT OF A NOVEL TRAlNlNG PACKAGE USING SELF 
LNSTRtlCTlON W O D S  AND ABOVE REAT TIhE TRAINfNG {ARTT) FOR BASK 
MANE WERiNC TASKS ON A FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
As an undergraduate srudent of'l'uskgee Universit?; you are invited to participate as a 
trainee in an experimental research study. The szlidy will develop and a.afuate a new 
progam of training on a fiighr sinttilalor. 
Your paflicipation will require approxitnately two ftours of flying on a simulator one day 
You will t a b  a seat as a pilot in a mockup cockpit located in the Flight Vehicle Design 
Laboratory on Tuskegee's Campus You will control the flight movements ofthe 
jopick. throttle and rudder pedafs while .isatchinp the flight parameter changes on ihe 
simulated instrument panel tleads Up Display (fllff)) and the moving icon of the airplane 
on the computer screeis. 'nre available instiucior sill give you a set of instructions, allow 
you some time for familiarization and for asking questions, and provide feedback on your 
performance whenever necessary. 
Na physical or medical testing risks are involved in the ex-eriment. The experiment, 
hotvexer, is nor an oEcla1 pilot training As a possible risk- some oftke simulator flight 
techniqnes that you will learn may not he applicable in real flying. Moreover. as it 
happens in any learning exercise, you nmy need to overcome temporary disappointments 
on possible lack of progress in perfortnance, es~edally when your flight would face a 
simulated crash 
In general, the traiaing wili be an enjo,mcnc and a learning experience. The data 
provided by you on a survey form and the data on your performance in the training \till 
be coded ro prolcct your confidentiality. Your panicipation is voluntary and you may 
withdraw from the exprriment at any time Your participation is voluntary and you may 
withdraw from the experiment at my time Your participation according to your a ~ e e d  
upon schedule. tiotvever will be greatly appreciated by the in\?estigstors. 
71tc successful completion of this research program .u;ill be a valuable conirihtrtion by 
I'tiskegee ilnisersity in imjtroving tbr ~ncicthods of training pilots on a simufator. 
For any questions or concerns, please feel free lo conlad the investiga~ors on campus. Dr. 
Syed Ati at 727 - 8853, Dr. Marcia Kossi at 727 - 8830 or Dr. Muhanuuad Khan at 727 - 
8637. In the etent ofan unresolved grievance. you may also contact TX,  Stephen Sodeke. 
~ i t c  Chairperson of the Human Subjects Reliew Committee (IIRSG) 81 727 - 8363. 
The available in\*estigator wit1 give you a copy ofthis form $0 hrep. 13y signing below, 
you are agreeing to participate in this study 
-- -- 
Signature nf l'a'anicipanrl Date Stgature of tn~estigatori Date 
Participant Demographic and Data Form Turn Study 
Background Survey- Turn Study 
Code: 
Major: 
S a :  Male 
- Female 
Age: 
Are you: Lef i  Handed 
Right Handed 
Do you have any flight experience? 
Y e  
N o  
If so  how many hours (estimate)? 
Now tong ago was your most recent fiight training, if any? 
How many hours-ia week do  you engage in video! computer games? 
light: O - 5 hours 
medium: 6 - 13 hours 
heavy: 13 or more hours 






- m y w r y  
other: I f  so  what type? 





Debriefing Form for Turn Study 
Subject Code: 
Ask them if they have any questions about what they were doing? 
I) Questions asked by participant and answers 
2) Would you describe what you did a s  (circle one) 
very fun 




3) Would you agree that the pre training instructions {before any Right) prepared 
















can't decide/ don't know 
agree 
stTongly agree 
Tell them the  purpose of the study, i.e., t o  determine if training at different ART 
levels for turning is more effective than RT training. Answer any questions, Ask them 
not to  reveal the nature of the  experiment to any others, a s  it may disrupt their 
performance. Include any comments they made that  seem relevant, that might help 
in explaining their performance. 
APPENDIX C 
Participant Demographic, Data Form, Debriefing Form, Landing Study 





.4re you: 1,efi Handed 
Right Handcd 
Do you have any flight experience? 
Yes 
x u  
If so how may hours (estimated)? 
HOW iong ago was yotir most recent flight training, if any? 
Do you have any flight simulator expericncc? Yes- Yo 
Overall, hot% much exposure have you had to Microsoft Flight or Combat 
Simulator? 
How many hours a week do you engage in vidcd computer games? 
Light: 0-5 hours 
hledium: 6-13 hours 
Heavy: 13 or more 












Rave you ever belonged to an organization similar to the C.A,P, or Redtails? 
- 
Ye3 lf so what organi~aation ? 
h'o 
Are you familiar with any of the following concepts, if so please check? 
Throttle Aileron Rudder 
Blank Page 
Debriefing For 1,anding Study 
Participant Code: 






2. Would you agree that the verbal instructions and the orientation 












4. Would you agree that the training sessions prepared you for the 






5. Are there any questions about what you were doing? 
The purpose of the study: To determine if the use of cues {hoops and automated 
pilot) was effective for fanding tasks. Please do not to reveal the nature of the 
experiment to any others, as it may disrupt their future performance. Tksnk you 









Extensive experience in 
Flight simulation and flight 
testing procedures 
5500 plus flight hours 
including 4000 plus 
instructional hours 
7000 plus flight hours 
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